Rule-application skills such as simple arithmetic are often used as components of complex, goal-directed routines, and evidence suggests that goals to perform such skills can be instantiated in advance of information about specific operands. The procedural framework hypothesis is that goal instantiation evokes frameworks that guide the application of procedural knowledge, suggesting distinct processing roles for operator and operand symbols. In contrast, the uniform role hypothesis suggests that both types of symbols serve only as retrieval cues. Participants in 4 experiments solved simple Boolean or standard arithmetic problems. Serial display of problem elements showed a consistent solution-time benefit for operator-first displays compared with operands-first displays, supporting the procedural framework hypothesis for both new and highly practiced skills.
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Rule-application skills such as simple arithmetic are often used as components of complex, goal-directed routines, and evidence suggests that goals to perform such skills can be instantiated in advance of information about specific operands. The procedural framework hypothesis is that goal instantiation evokes frameworks that guide the application of procedural knowledge, suggesting distinct processing roles for operator and operand symbols. In contrast, the uniform role hypothesis suggests that both types of symbols serve only as retrieval cues. Participants in 4 experiments solved simple Boolean or standard arithmetic problems. Serial display of problem elements showed a consistent solution-time benefit for operator-first displays compared with operands-first displays, supporting the procedural framework hypothesis for both new and highly practiced skills.
One aspect of a problem solver's task is to recruit and organize component procedures that implement problemsolving operators (Carlson, 1997) . At each step of problem solving, a goal is instantiated, forming an intention to apply a particular operator. By applying an appropriate series of operators, the problem solver moves from an initial problem state to a final solution. For example, in performing a step in an arithmetic problem, an individual may instantiate a goal to add, thereby recruiting a procedure that retrieves the appropriate arithmetic fact. Our concern in the studies reported here is with the role of goal instantiation in such rule-application skills, which are typically used to accomplish individual steps in complex routines. We are therefore interested in situations in which problem solvers use displayed information to select one of several possible operators. For example, conventional symbols such as the plus sign indicate which arithmetic operator is to be applied to particular operands.
We propose that by specifying operations, such symbols provide a basis for goal instantiation, which evokes procedural frameworks to which operands are assimilated. This procedural framework hypothesis implies that rule application skills will be performed most fluently when individuals can first instantiate goals, then consider operands from the point of view of those goals. The procedural framework hypothesis thus suggests different processing roles for operator and operand symbols. An alternative hypothesis is that both operator and operand symbols serve as retrieval Portions of this research were presented at the 36th Annual Meeting of the Psychonomic Society in Los Angeles, California, November, 1995. We thank Mark Ashcraft, Melanie Cary, Lori Foflizzi, Judy Kroll, Gordon Logan, Mark McDaniel, and Jackie Shin, and an anonymous reviewer for their helpful comments on earlier versions of this article.
Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Myeong-Ho Sohn or Richard A. Carlson, Department of Psychology, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802. Electronic mail may be sent to either mxs41 @psu.edu or cvy@psu.edu. cues for answers, at least for well-practiced skills. This uniform role hypothesis thus suggests similar processing roles for operator and operand symbols. Here we test these hypotheses by examining the fine-grained temporal structure of skills for applying familiar arithmetic operations and for using unfamiliar rules newly acquired in the laboratory. In contrast to most work on simple arithmetic skills, our focus is not on how knowledge of arithmetic facts is represented and organized, but on how this knowledge is deliberately applied.
Goal Instantiation
When rule-application skills such as simple arithmetic are embedded in complex problem-solving routines such as multiple-digit arithmetic, the individual steps accomplished by these component skills are organized into goal structures that specify relations among steps. For example, the goal structure for arithmetic problems such as 585 + 623 includes subgoals, such as add the ones digits, and specifies the relations among these subgoals (e.g., that the result of adding the ones digits must be checked for a carry in order to add the tens digits). Individuals can learn routines for such tasks that are abstract in the sense that they can be applied to different data or operands, indicating that the knowledge underlying these routines specifies goals (such as add) independently of specific operands. This suggests that the knowledge evoked by symbols for individual operators is also abstract, in the sense that it can be evoked independently and in advance of specific operands.
In contrast, most of the research on skilled simple arithmetic (see Ashcraft, 1992 , for a review) has focused on the representation in memory of particular arithmetic facts, which specify the results of applying specific operators to particular operands (e.g., the fact that 5 + 3 = 8). Theories presented in this literature offer explanations of phenomena within the domain of simple arithmetic, such as interference between arithmetic facts and the effects of problem (operand) size. Some more general theories of cognitive skill, such as Logan's (1988) instance theory, also assume very concrete representations of the knowledge underlying skilled performance. However, none of these theories directly addresses the control of these skills so that they can serve as component skills in goal structures for complex routines.
Several lines of evidence support the conclusion that component operators in complex arithmetic tasks can be specified abstractly in advance of information specifying particular operands. For example, Carlson and Lundy (1992) demonstrated that practicing arithmetic routines with consistent sequences of operators resulted in greater speedup than did practicing similar routines in which operator sequences varied from trial to trial. Moreover, the benefit of consistent operator sequences was found even when operands varied from trial to trial. The greater fluency achieved with consistent operator sequences suggests that knowledge of upcoming operators allowed earlier or faster instantiation of goals to apply those operators, apart from knowledge of the operands to which they would be applied. Using problems based on newly acquired rule-application skills, Carlson and Shin (1996) found that individuals could solve multiple-step problems more quickly if they could preview upcoming operators. These results also suggest that instantiating a goal to apply a particular operator does not require information about the operands to be processed. Finally, Carlson, Shin, and Wenger (1994) presented data suggesting that individuals achieve fluency in multiple-step arithmetic by overlapping steps, instantiating a goal to apply the next operator while the current calculation is being completed (and thus before its result is available as an operand for the next calculation). These results support the hypothesis that operator and operand symbols serve distinct processing roles.
Taken together, these findings imply that rule application skills embedded in complex routines have at least partially serial processing dynamics, in which instantiating a goal to apply an operator precedes consideration of the operands. For example, when presented with an arithmetic step like 5 + 3, individuals first instantiate a goal to add on the basis of the plus sign, then consider the operands 5 and 3 as numbers to be added. Carlson et al. (1994; see also Carlson & Sohn, 1995) described a model of this process to account for some of the temporal characteristics of multistep arithmetic. This GOER (Goal, Operand, Execution, and Result) model suggests that performance of a rule application skill begins with the instantiation of a goal (G), which evokes a procedural framework to which operands are assimilated (O) in order to execute a procedure (E) for generating a result (R).
In applying this model to arithmetic skills, it is important to be clear concerning the relation between the concept of a procedural framework and the specific procedure executed to generate a result. A procedural framework serves as a cognitive context for executing a procedure, linking that procedure and its result to processing goals. According to previous research, arithmetic operations can be executed by a number of procedures, including memory retrieval of arithmetic facts (Ashcraft, 1992; McCloskey, Harley, & Sokol, 1991; Siegler & Shrager, 1984) , general-purpose algorithms such as counting on for addition (Parkman & Groen, 1971) , or special-purpose algorithms such as the "zero rule" for addition (LeFevre, Sadesky, & Bisanz, 1996) . Furthermore, which procedure is executed to carry out a particular operation may depend on the specific operands involved (LeFevre et al., 1996) . This common finding suggests that particular procedures may be specified by the combination of an instantiated goal and the given operands. In general, of course, operands alone cannot specify a procedure because procedures are specific to the operations they realize. It is therefore operands considered from the perspective of a particular procedural framework that can specify procedures, suggesting the hypothesis that performance will be most efficient when goal instantiation can precede operand processing.
Several findings in the literature support this hypothesis. Carlson and Yaure (1990) found that participants practicing Boolean rules responded more quickly when the rules appeared in blocked than in random schedules, and within random schedules they responded more quickly on trials that repeated the rule from the just-previous trial. Sudevan and Taylor (1987) demonstrated that advance cues about the operation required reduced response time to make classification judgments of simple stimuli. More recently, Rogers and Monsell (1995 ) showed that allowing participants to prepare in advance for a shift in task reduced the cost (in response time) of that shift. Each of these results suggests that the opportunity for advance instantiation of processing goals allows for more fluent performance of cognitive operations.
The Procedural Framework Hypothesis
Assuming that goals to apply particular operators can be instantiated abstractly and in advance of operands, what specific function is served by goal instantiation? The answer to this question may depend on the particular operation and its associated level of practice. In the case of relatively unpracticed rules, which are likely used by applying algorithmic procedures to operands, instantiating a goal on the basis of an operator symbol may involve selecting which algorithm to perform. For example, for a child, a plus sign might be the basis for selecting a "counting on" algorithm for performing addition. In the case of highly practiced rules, which are likely applied by retrieving answers from memory, the literature suggests several possibilities: Goal instantiation may guide the retrieval of an appropriate episode (i.e., one with the same goal) from memory, as suggested by Logan's (1988) instance theory of automaticity. Alternatively, if problem types and answers rather than episodes are stored in memory, an instantiated goal might guide the selection among multiple items activated in memory (e.g., the sum or difference of a pair of numbers ; Campbell, 1994) . If rule-based (e.g., arithmetic) facts instead are represented as productions (e.g., Anderson, 1993) , instantiated goals may serve to maintain activation in working memory and to specialize the conditions of relevant productions. In each case, however, a procedural framework serves to guide the application of procedural knowledge. The procedural framework hypothesis, then, suggests that processing will be most fluent when operator information is considered in advance of operand information. To test this prediction, we asked participants in each of the present experiments to view displays that presented the elements of arithmetic problems in one of three orders: operator first, operands first, or both simultaneously (Experiment 1 included a fourth order, divided operands). Of course, both types of information are needed to produce a correct answer. If the procedural framework hypothesis is correct, individuals should be able to answer more quickly in the operatorfirst display than in the operands-first display, because critical aspects of operand processing depend on the instantiation of a goal to apply a particular operator. When operands are available first, they may be encoded into working memory representations which then serve as basis for resampling operand information after a goal is instantiated. Simultaneous display provides a baseline condition allowing participants to consider the displayed problem elements in any order. The basic idea is that when problem elements are displayed serially, participants will begin processing before all problem elements are available. Solution time measured from the point at which all problem dements are available should therefore be shorter in serial display than in simultaneous display. This difference reflects the processing performed during the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA). Either kind of advance information might reduce solution time relative to simultaneous display, but advance information about the operator should provide a greater reduction than does advance information about operands.
Uniform Role Hypothesis
An alternative hypothesis is suggested by some theories of simple arithmetic, notably that proposed by Siegler and his colleagues (e.g., Siegler, 1988; Siegler & Shrager, 1984) . In Siegler's theory (which he has presented in several versions), procedures for using arithmetic facts are associated with problems---that is, with operator--operand combinations or configurations. On this view, operator and operand symbols appear to serve a uniform role as retrieval cues. This hypothesis has two variants: If skill in using rules is based on associating answers with problem configurations that comprise operator and operand symbols, these problem elements taken together might constitute a configural cue for retrieval of the answer. If so, the retrieval process might begin only when an individual has encoded all problem elements. Alternatively, the retrieval process might begin (e.g., by spreading activation) on the basis of the partial cues provided by individual problem elements. For example, theories of simple arithmetic proposed by Ashcraft (e.g., 1987) and Campbell (1994; Campbell & Clark, 1992) suggest that answers are associated with individual operands instead of or in addition to their associations with intact problems.
The uniform role hypothesis makes predictions that contrast with those of the procedural framework hypothesis. In its configural-cue variant, this hypothesis predicts that retrieval cannot begin until both operator and operand information are available. Therefore, there should be no benefit of operator-first display relative to operands-first display. Because most memory theories would allow retrieval to begin on the basis of partial cues, the configural cue hypothesis might be viewed as a straw man. However, we consider this version of the hypothesis important because it seems to be implied by both commonsense conceptions of adult arithmetic performance (and of other skills) and by some theories of simple arithmetic performance. The partialcue variant is perhaps more plausible, suggesting that advance information will provide some benefit by beginning to activate associated answers. However, considering the cue validity of problem elements leads to the prediction that, for simple arithmetic, advance information about operands should lead to faster performance than advance information about operators. This is simply because, for example, 5 is associated with fewer possible answers than is +. Therefore, the partial-cue hypothesis should predict a benefit of operands-first display relative to operator-first display. Of course, the probabilities introduced by the selection of problems in an experiment could induce an experiment-specific retrieval strategy based on greater cue validities of operands within the experiment. Also, appropriate assumptions about relative frequency and associative strength with which operators and operands are linked to answers might undermine this prediction. Although some theories include assumptions about relative frequency and associative strength for operandanswer relations (Ashcraft, 1992) , to our knowledge such assumptions have not been applied to produce general theoretical accounts of how the selection of operators functions in arithmetic problem solving. We consider alternative accounts based on the uniform-role hypothesis in greater detail later.
Overview of Experiments
The procedural framework hypothesis suggests that early goal instantiation will result in the most fluent performance of rule application skills, regardless of whether those skills are realized by multiple-step algorithms or memory retrievals. However, the uniform-role hypothesis may be viewed as more plausible for highly practiced skills that are likely realized by memory retrieval. We therefore compared the effects of advance information about operators and of operands for both new skills acquired in the laboratory (Experiments 1 and 2) and highly practiced skills (familiar arithmetic facts) learned outside the laboratory (Experiments 3 and 4). We predicted a greater solution-time benefit of advance operator information relative to advance operand information for all cases, because advance operator information allows for goal instantiation early in a trial.
A processing head start could arise from sources other than goal instantiation. For example, simply encoding displayed problem elements presumably takes time, and advance display of any problem element might thus allow processing to begin. Alternatively, advance information might be sufficient to narrow the possible answers, such that participants can generate and represent several possible answers explicitly in working memory, selecting among them once remaining problem elements appear (Biederman, 1973) . Finally, if all problem elements serve a uniform role as retrieval cues, advance information could serve to acti-vate possible answers, implicitly representing possible answers and allowing faster activation to threshold of the correct answer.
There are thus several conditions on attributing solutiontime benefits to goal instantiation. First, a benefit resulting from advance operator information can be attributed to goal instantiation only if it is greater than the benefit from advance operand information, because any of the alternative causes suggested above could produce similar benefits for the two types of advance information. Second, the cue validity of operator symbols should be equal to or less than that of operand pairs. Third, each participant should solve problems with enough different operators that explicitly representing possible results for operand pairs in working memory is not a beneficial strategy. These conditions are considered in more detail later.
We report here four experiments in which participants solved simple rule application problems. The primary manipulation of interest in all four experiments is the order in which problem elements--symbols representing operators and operands--appear in a computer display. By comparing solution times for different display orders, we infer aspects of the processing dynamics. In Experiments 1 and 2, participants learned to apply Boolean rules (Carlson & Yaure, 1990) . In Experiments 3 and 4, we examined processing dynamics as participants applied familiar arithmetic rules. To foreshadow our conclusion, the experiments provide strong evidence for the procedural framework hypothesis relative to the uniform role hypothesis. the condition of the rule, it can be applied using a procedure that corresponds to modus ponens (see TableD. Because the condition is met, the rule directly generates the appropriate answer. Nonmatching cases require a more difficult inference that corresponds to denying the antecedent (a valid inference for this biconditional rule). This inference involves manipulating negations (e.g., the displayed case is not the case mentioned in the rule), which is known to be more difficult and likely requires more inferential steps (e.g., Carlson, 1989) . Either inference is, of course, sufficient to generate the correct answer.
Comparing matching and nonmatching cases for two rule descriptions allows us to infer that participants are solving problems using algorithms rather than memory retrieval. If participants are using algorithms similar to those suggested here, solution times should be faster for matching than nonmatching cases. Because the particular operand configurations that constitute matching cases vary across rules and rule descriptions, strong effects of match on solution time thus indicate algorithm selection rather than effects based on perceptual or memorial properties of particular rules or operand configurations. Strong effects of match together with a greater solution-time benefit for operator-first than operand-first serial displays would thus suggest that advance operator information allows participants to benefit by selecting the appropriate algorithm.
Following an initial acquisition phase in which problem elements appeared simultaneously in each trial, there was a test phase in which we manipulated the order in which these Experiment 1 An obvious processing role for goal instantiation is guiding the selection of an algorithm for obtaining an answer. In Experiment 1, participants practiced applying four Boolean rules presented in a novel, pseudoarithmetic format, in which typographic symbols served to specify particular operators (as in Carlson & Yaure, 1990) . At least initially, these unfamiliar rules learned in the laboratory presumably required the application of multiple-step reasoning processes based on early verbal representations of the rules, rather than direct retrieval of answers on the basis of problem representations.
To help confirm that participants used operator symbols to select procedures, we presented the Boolean rules in alternative verbal descriptions and examined performance as a function of the match between particular operand configurations and rule descriptions. The alternative rule descriptions are shown in the Appendix. Although both sets of verbal rules indicate the same functions, each rule in one set explicitly mentions the unique answer case for that function (unique-focus rule). In this set, each rule picks out, for one function, the combination of operands that uniquely generates a particular answer. In the second set, the rules explicitly mention the nonunique answer case that leads to the same answer for several operand combinations (nonunique-focus rule). Consider the initial algorithms that might be used to apply these rules. When the operand configuration of a displayed problem matches the case explicitly mentioned in 
Note. For a description of each rule, see the Appendix.
elements were presented. We used four orders: simultaneous, operands first, operator first, and divided operands (one operand, then the operator, then the second operand). The sequence and time course of the displays are summarized in Table 2 . The procedural framework hypothesis predicts that the operator-first display will allow a head start in processing relative to the simultaneous display and result in faster performance than other display orders. In contrast, the uniform role hypothesis predicts either that no order should allow processing to begin until all elements have appeared (in the configural-cue variant of the hypothesis) or that the relative benefit provided by a particular order should depend on the cue validities of the displayed elements (in the partial-cue variant). As Table 1 shows, for this set of rules, the cue validity of operator symbols is the same as that for operand arrays.
Me~od
Task and equipment. Participants responded to problems based on the four Boolean rules shown in the Appendix. Problems were presented by PC-compatible computers using VGA color monitors and programmed using the Micro Experimental Lab system (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania). Participants pressed keys on the computer keyboard to initiate trials and to enter their answers.
Procedure and design. Each trial in both acquisition and test
phases began with a ready message displayed in the center of the screen. When the participant pressed the space bar, a set of parentheses, which served as a fixation, immediately replaced this message. After 500 ms, problem elements appeared simultaneously (in the acquisition phase) or in an order corresponding to the relevant condition (in the test phase). In the acquisition phase, this display remained visible until the participant entered an answer. In the test phase, the display was present for a total of 600 ms, followed by a blank screen until an answer was entered. Participants were instructed to press a key corresponding to the correct answer to the problem (I for 1, O for 0), as quickly and accurately as possible. After entering the answer, a participant saw a feedback display indicating whether the answer was correct or incorrect and solution time (in seconds and hundredths) for correct answers. The acquisition phase comprised six blocks of 48 trials, with a short break between blocks. The 48 trials consisted of three replications of each possible combination of four rules and four operand arrays, presented in a new random order on each block. During the first two blocks of acquisition trials, a participant could press the Q key to display the verbal rule associated with the displayed operator, before entering an answer to the problem. These displays constituted participants' only exposure to the rules, so requesting these displays was essential to learning. At the end of the acquisition phase, participants received additional instructions describing the test phase. The test phase included six blocks of 64 trials. Each block included all combinations of four rules, four operand arrays, and four display orders, presented in a new random order on each block.
The experimental design was thus a 2 x 4 mixed factorial. Rule-description (unique case or nonunique case) varied between subjects, and test-phase display order (operator-first, divided operands, operands-first, or simultaneous) varied within subjects.
Participants. Twenty-eight college students recruited from an introductory psychology class at the Pennsylvania State University participated in return for extra course credit. Fourteen participants were randomly assigned to each rule-description condition.
Results and Discussion
The dependent variables are proportion correct and solution time for correct responses. For each participant, the median solution time was calculated for each condition. The reported solution time data below thus represent means across participants of median solution times.
Acquisition phase.
We did not analyze data from the first two blocks of the acquisition phase, when participants could request that verbal rules be displayed. We analyzed the remaining data using 2 (rule-description type) x 4 (practice block) mixed-model analyses of variance (ANOVAs).
The overall proportion of correct trials was .85; this proportion increased as a function of practice, F(3, 78) = 7.12, p = .0003, MSE = 0.00307. There was no significant effect of rule-description type and no interaction of rule description with practice, p > .5. Figure 1 shows the mean of median solution times as a function of block for each experimental condition. Overall mean solution time for correct trials was 1,425 ms. Solution time declined over practice blocks from a mean of 1,667 ms in Block 3 to a mean of 1,261 ms in Block 6, F(3, 78) = 16.79, p < .0001, MSE = 56,651. Participants using the nonunique-focus rule descriptions (M= 1,192 ms) responded faster than participants using unique-focus rule descriptions (M = 1,657 ms), F(1, 26) = 7.21, p = .013, MSE = 840,232. There was no interaction between rule description and practice. This main effect of rule description is a consequence of the different proportions of matching operand cases for the two rule descriptions, as discussed below for test-phase data. Test phase. The analysis includes data only from the second half of the test phase, because solution times in the first half were quite variable as participants first experienced the serial display procedure with limited duration. Analyses including all of the data from the test phase showed similar trends, though some of the effects reported below were not significant when tested on data from the entire test phase. The analysis model was a 2 (rule description) × 4 (display order) mixed factorial.
The overall proportion of correct trials in the second half of the test phase was .89. This proportion did not vary significantly with experimental conditions, all p > .2. Overall solution time for correct trials was 1,292 ms. As in the acquisition phase, participants trained with nonuniquefocus rule descriptions responded faster (M = 1,082 ms) than participants who learned with unique-focus rule descriptions (M = 1,501 ms), F(1, 26) = 9.09, p = .006, MSE = 542,301. This result suggests that participants continued to select algorithms based on initial rule descriptions through the test phase. Solution time measured from the onset of the final problem element was 1,435 ms with the simultaneous display, 1,187 ms with the operator-first display, 1,266 ms with the divided-operands display, and 1,278 ms with the operands-first display, F(3, 78) = 16.20, p < .0001, MSE = 18,584. The interaction between rule description and display order was not significant, p > .5. Paired comparisons (Newman-Keuls, p < .05) indicated that mean solution time was fastest with operator-first displays, intermediate with divided-input and operands-first displays, and slowest with simultaneous displays.
Effects of rule description and operand case. We also examined test-phase performance as a function of the rule description presented during acquisition and the type of operand array (matching case or nonmatching case) presented on each trial. Proportion correct varied with type of operand array, F(1, 26) = 5.93, p = .022, MSE = 0.01495, and the interaction between rule description and the type of operand array was significant F(1, 26) = 5.43, p = .028, MSE = 0.01495. Participants who received unique-focus rule descriptions answered correctly on .88 of matching case trials and .87 of nonmatching case trials. Those who received nonunique-focus rule descriptions answered correctly on .94 of matching case trials and .78 of nonmatching case trials.
The matching status of operand arrays had significant effect on solution time, as shown in Figure 2 . As the figure shows, participants responded more quickly when the displayed operand array matched the focus of the rule they saw during acquisition, F(1, 26) = 36.60, p < .0001, MSE = 91,365. Neither the main effect of rule description nor the interaction was significant, p >. 1. This result suggests that participants in general continued to select algorithms (which differed across rules and rule descriptions in which operand arrays they matched) during the test phase, rather than relying on memory retrieval.
Experiment 2
The results of Experiment 1 supported the procedural framework hypothesis for relatively unfamiliar rules learned in the laboratory. The largest benefit relative to simultaneous display was observed for operator-first displays. The effects of rule description and operand case suggest that participants used the operator symbols to select appropriate algorithms for determining answers. However, several aspects of the procedure in Experiment 1 may have influenced the comparison of display orders. We designed Experiment 2 to replicate the central findings of Experiment 1 while addressing these procedural issues.
One issue is that during acquisition, participants in Experiment 1 requested displays of verbal rules after problem displays appeared. This procedure may have encour- aged learners to use the operator symbols as cues to retrieve algorithms, rather than learning to associate answers with problem displays. In Experiment 2, therefore, participants memorized verbal descriptions of the rules in a pretraining procedure (modeled on that used by Carlson, Khoo, & Elliott, 1990) , and these descriptions were not available during practice.
Other issues concern the nature of the serial-display procedure during the test phase. In Experiment 1, operands appeared one at a time on serial-display trials, possibly discouraging participants from processing the operand arrays as configurations (of. Carlson & Schneider, 1989) . In Experiment 2, operand arrays appeared as units rather than one operand at a time. The duration of displayed information also varied between simultaneous and serial displays in Experiment 1. The test phase of Experiment 2 thus included both long (600 ms) and short (300 ms) simultaneous displays and serial displays that were either purely serial (the second display element replaced the first) or cumulatively serial (the second display element was added to the first).
It is also possible that the procedure used in Experiment 1 discouraged participants from adopting optimal strategies for operand-first displays. According to Strayer and Kramer (1994) , when the most efficient procedures differ across experimental conditions, procedure selection depends on whether the conditions are random or blocked. In their experiments, when conditions were randomly mixed within blocks, participants appeared to select a single procedure, even though that procedure might not be optimal for some conditions. However, when experimental conditions were blocked, participants seemed to select the most efficient procedure for each condition. In Experiment 2, therefore, we manipulated test-phase display order (operators or operands first) between subjects and blocked the particular conditions experienced by each participant (simultaneous, purely serial, and cumulatively serial displays).
Taken together, these changes provided an opportunity to examine the procedural framework hypothesis under substantiaUy different conditions than in Experiment 1.
M e~o d
Procedure. Most aspects of the task and procedure were the same as in Experiment 1. In this experiment, however, participants learned verbal descriptions of the Boolean rules in a separate pretraining procedure (see, Carlson, Khoo, & Elliott, 1990 ). On each trial of pretraining, participants saw an equation such as X = #(A,B) along with the corresponding rule with blanks. Their task was to fill in the values for the blanks in the sentence frame If both A and B are --, then X = --, f o r other combinations X = --. by pressing one of two keys marked 0 and 1 on the keyboard to indicate what should go in each blank. A truth table for the appropriate rule also appeared on the computer screen. An example is presented in Figure 3 . The clauses of the sentence were displayed serially, and feedback was given after each response. The type of rule description was not manipulated in this experiment; all participants received unique-focus rule descriptions (see Appen-
X---#(A,B)
IF both A and B are , then X is , for other combinations X is . dix). Participants performed the pretraining task with the truth table until they met a criterion of two consecutive dines through all four rules with no errors, or six times for each function, whichever came later. The acquisition phase was identical to that in Experiment 1, except that participants could not request that the rules be displayed. All participants received simultaneous displays during the acquisition phase. The test phase consisted of six blocks, two with simultaneous displays and two each with purely serial and cumuiatively serial displays. The simultaneous-display blocks included 64 trials each, half with short (300 ms) and half with long (600 ms) displays. Each serial-display block included 48 trials. Display order was manipulated as a between-subject variable. For half of the participants, the serial-display blocks used an operator-first display, and for half they used an operandsfirst display. The display types are summarized in Table 3 . Each participant received three blocks of the display type (simultaneous, purely serial, and cumulatively serial) appropriate to their experimental condition in the first hflf of the test phase, followed by three blocks of the same types in the same order in the second half. The order of the three blocks was completely counterbalanced over participants in each condition.
Design. The experimental design was a 2 × 4 mixed factorial defined by test-phase display order (operator first or operands first, manipulated between subjects) and display condition (long simultaneous, short simultaneous, purely serial, and cumulatively serial). Display condition varied within subjects.
Participants. Seventy-two college students recruited from an introductory psychology class at the Pennsylvania State University participated in return for extra course credit. Thirty-six participants were randomly assigned to each test-phase display order.
Results and Discussion
Acquisition phase. The analysis model for acquisitionphase data was a 2 (test-phase display order) x 6 (practice block) mixed factorial. The overall proportion of correct trials during acquisition was .88. This proportion increased as a function of practice, F(5, 350) = 50.21, p < .0001, MSE = 0.00581. No other effects or interactions were significant, p > .5. Figure 4 shows the means of median solution times as a function of block for each test-phase condition. Overall mean solution time for correct trials was 2,222 ms. Solution time declined over practice blocks from a mean of 3,583 ms in Block 1 to a mean of 1,474 ms in Block 6, F(7, 350) = 98.09, p < .0001, MSE = 436,959. Notice that, even though the acquisition procedure was the same for the participants in each condition, participants who would receive the operands-first display in a later test phase solved the problems faster than participants who would receive the operator-first display in the test phase, M = 2,003 ms for the operands-first display and M = 2,442 ms for the operatorfirst display, F(1, 70) = 4.67, MSE = 4,454,259. As will be seen later, this advantage for participants in the operandsfirst display was generally maintained in the test phase. Because the groups received identical treatment during acquisition, this difference reflects a failure of random assignment. However, the critical comparisons between serial and simultaneous test-phase displays are withinsubjects and thus not seriously compromised by these group differences. Matched-group comparisons (not reported here) using a subset of the data showed an identical pattern of test-phase results.
Test phase. As in Experiment 1, we analyzed data only from the second half of the test phase. The analysis model was a 2 (display order) × 4 (display condition) mixed factorial. The overall proportion of correct trials was .91. The effect of display condition and its interaction with display order were marginally significant, .05 < p <. 10, but the range of mean proportions correct was only .89 to .94. The significant interaction reflects faster performance of the operands-first group with simultaneous displays, as in practice, and a smaller benefit for serial displays for the operands-first group than for the operator-first group. Solution time for serial displays was faster than that for simultaneous displays for both operator-first and operands-fLrst groups, t(35) = 9.63,p < .0001, and t(35) = 2.73,p < .01, respectively. However, as predicted by the pr~xtuml framework hypothesis, the mean difference between simultaneous and serial displays was greater for the operator-first group than for the ~'rsnds-first group, t(35) = 5.01,p < .0001. Effects of rule description and operand array. As in Experiment 1, we also analyzed the test phase results in terms of the match between the focus of the rule description initially studied and the particular operand arrays presented on each trial. For this analysis, we collapsed data over display condition, conducting a mixed-model ANOVA using the factors display order and operand array type (matching or nonmatching). There were no significant effects on accuracy in this analysis, all p > .3. The match between operand array and rule description did affect solution time.
Participants responded more quickly to the matching (uniqueanswer) cases (M = 1,273 ms) than to nonmatching cases (M = 1,413 ms), F(1, 70) = 19.23, p = .0001, MSE = 36,508. There were no other significant effects on solution time, p > .5.
Experiment 3
Experiments 1 and 2 provided evidence that favors the procedural framework hypothesis for relatively unfamiliar skills. However, highly practiced skills also often serve as component skills for complex goal-directed routines, and the procedural framework hypothesis predicts that even mature Figure 5 . Mean solution times in milliseconds from the test phase of Experiment 2 as a function of test condition and presentation order. SIM = simultaneous; SEQ = sequence; CUMUL = cumulative. skills will be performed more fluently if goal instantiation can precede operand processing. Furthermore, the alternative uniform-role hypothesis might be viewed as more plausible for highly practiced skills that are likely implemented as memory retrievals (e.g., of arithmetic facts), Therefore, in Experiment 3 we examined the effects of display order with common arithmetic operations. So that operator selection and goal instantiation would be comparable with those in Experiments 1 and 2, we again used four operations. Several previous studies of multistep arithmetic routines also used these operations (Carlson, Shin, & Wenger, 1994; Wenger & Carlson, 1996) : Addition, sum of two numbers; Difference, absolute difference of two numbers; Minimum, the smaller of two numbers; Maximum, the larger of two numbers. Unlike the Boolean rules operators used in the first two experiments, these operators may not be equal in terms of familiarity. In particular, Minimum and Maximum might be relatively unfamiliar calculations. Addition and Difference might be solved by memory retrieval, whereas participants are unlikely to have memorized arithmetic facts for Minimum and Maximum. Operation was therefore treated as an independent variable for some analyses.
The three display orders (simultaneous, operator first, and operands first) were either blocked or randomly presented. If the procedural framework hypothesis is correct for these extensively practiced procedures, operator-first display should allow a substantial head start relative to simultaneous display, and this benefit should be greater than that provided by operands-first display.
Me&od
Task and stimulus. Participants solved arithmetic problems based on four operations: Addition, Difference, Minimum, and Maximum. Addition, denoted by +, indicated the familiar operation of addition. Difference, denoted by -, indicated the absolute difference between operands. Minimum and Maximum, denoted by < (less than) and > (greater than) respectively, indicated finding the smaller or larger number between two operands. All operands were single-digit numbers from 1 to 8, with the restriction that no pair contained the same two numbers. To control the frequencies of answers for each calculation and to restrict the possible answers to single digits, we selected 16 ordered operand pairs (Table 4 ) and presented them in both possible orders, creating 32 pairs. The 32 number pairs were divided into four groups, each appearing in two of eight blocks. The order of appearance of each set was randomly generated for each participant. In a block, one group of 8 number pairs appeared for each of the four operations, with three replications of each operator--operand pair combination, resulting in 96 trials for each block. Each replication was assigned a different display order.
Procedure and design. Participants began by practicing use of the numeric keypad for 54 trials. In these trials, each of the digits 1 to 9 appeared six times, in random order. The participant's task was to press the corresponding key on the numeric keypad as quickly as possible, using the right index finger to press 1, 4, and 7; the right middle finger to press 2, 5, and 8; the right ring finger to press 3, 6, and 9. After each response, accuracy and latency feedback were displayed.
Each arithmetic trial began when the participant pressed the space bar. After participants responded, they were given feedback 
about their accuracy and solution time. After each block, mean accuracy and mean solution time were given. In the blocked displays condition, the 32 trials assigned to each display order constituted a sub-block of consecutive trials, with the order of problems (combinations of operators and operand pairs) assigned randomly within the sub-block. The order in which these sub-blocks appeared was randomly generated for each block. In the random display condition, the display order was chosen randomly for each trial, within the constraints described above.
On simultaneous display trials, complete problems (operator together with operands) were visible for 600 ms. In operator-fn'st and operands-first display trials, each element was visible for 300 ms. The procedure was identical to that for simultaneous-long and purely serial displays in Experiment 2 (see Table 3 ).
The experimental design was a 4 (operation: Addition, Difference, Minimum, Maximum) X 3 (display order: simultaneous, operator-first, operands-firs0 within-subjects factorial.
Participants. Forty college students recruited from an introductory psychology class at the Pennsylvania State University participated in return for extra course credit. Twenty participants were randomly assigned to each of the blocked and random displayorder schedules.
Results and Discussion
Accuracy and solution time data from the second half of blocks were analyzed. A preliminary analysis showed that display-order schedule (blocked versus random) produced no significant main or interaction effects. The reported analyses thus collapsed across this variable, using a 3 (display order) x 4 (operation) within-subjects ANOVA model. Latency. Figure 6 shows the mean of median solution times as a function of display order for each operation. Overall solution time for correct trials was 1,074 ms. The main effects of display order, F(2, 78) = 230.88, p < .0001, MSE = 9,284, and operation, F(3, 117) = 33.66,p < .0001, MSE = 45,895, were significant. As in Experiments 1 and 2, participants responded more quickly to operator-first than to operand-fust displays. Paired comparisons (Newman-Keuls, p < .05) confirmed that solution time was fastest with the operator-first displays, intermediate with operands-first displays, and slowest with simultaneous displays. The interaction of operation and display order was also significant, F(6, 234) = 32.68, p < .0001, MSE = 6,230, reflecting the variation in the size of serial-display benefits over operations, as shown in Figure 6 .
The results of Experiment 3 showed that the advantage of operator-first display demonstrated in Experiments 1 and 2 is also generally true for arithmetic skills with relatively high levels of practice. However, the solution-time benefit provided by advance operator information varied across operations---the operator-first advantages for Minimum and Maximum were nearly double those for Addition and Diffe~ea-~ce. One reason for this disparity might be the relative unfamilim'ty or low discrimina~ty of the symbols < and > used for Minimum and Maximum, which might have caused slower encoding or difficulty in goal instandation related to these opetatom These possibilities are discussed in greater detail later.
Experiment 4
An alternative explanation for the results of Experiment 3 might be that the benefit of operator-first display order resulted from the correspondence of that order with the left-to-right reading habits of our English-speaking participants. In those experiments, the operator symbol was always presented to the left of operand symbols. Therefore, in the operands-first display, participants must read fight to left, possibly slowing processing.
In Experiment 4, we examined this possibility by presenting operator symbols to the right of the operands. If the benefit of operator-first displays was simply the result of more fluent left to right reading, rather than a benefit of instantiating a goal for a procedural framework in advance of the operands, then the operator-first display should be slower than the operands-first display with this procedure.
Method
Procedure and design. The task and stimuli were the same as in Experiment 3, except that an operator symbol was placed to the right of operands rather than to the left. The procedure was the same as in the blocked condition of Experiment 3. The experimental design was again a 4 (operation) x 3 (display order) withinsubjects factorial.
Participants. Fifteen college students recruited from an introductory psychology class at the Pennsylvania State University participated in return for extra course credit.
Results and Discussion
As in Experiments 3 and 4, only the data from the second half of blocks were analyzed. The analysis model was a 4 (operation) × 3 (display order) within-subjects factorial.
Accuracy. The overall proportion of correct trials was .94. This proportion varied slightly for Addition (.96), Difference (.95), Minimum (.94), and Maximum (.91) operations, F(3, 42) = 7.45, p = .0004, MSE = 0.00292. There was no main effect of display order, nor did display order and operation interact, p > .15.
Latency. Figure 7 shows the mean of median solution times as a function of display order for each operation in each condition. Overall solution time for correct trials was 1,077 ms. The main effect of display order was significant, F(2, 28) = 84.03, p < .0001, MSE = 13,041. Paired comparisons (Newman-Keuls, p < .05) confirmed that solution time was fastest with operator-first displays, intermediate with operands-first displays, and slowest with simultaneous displays. The main effect of operation, F(3, 42) = 10.57, p < .0001, MSE = 41,579, and the interaction, F(6, 84) = 7.10, p < .0001, MSE = 6,824, were also significant. The pattern of solution times is very similar to that observed in Experiment 3.
General Discussion
The central finding in these studies was the asymmetry in solution-time benefits predicted by the procedural framework hypothesis: Advance information about operators resulted in faster solutions than did advance information about operands, though both types of advance information allowed faster solutions than did simultaneous display of all problem elements. This asymmetry was observed both for relatively unfamiliar rules learned in the laboratory and for familiar rules that can be represented as sets of arithmetic facts. This finding was robust, appearing consistently over a range of procedural variations that might have affected participants' strategies or retrieval processes. According to the procedural framework hypothesis, the solution-time benefit of operator-first display can be attributed to instantiating a goal to apply a particular operator before considering specific operands. The present results thus provide a link between rule-application skills considered in isolation and those skills organized by goal structures into more complex routines.
The present results raise two kinds of questions. First, can the asymmetry in solution-time benefits be explained by an alternative account that does not invoke a special role for goal instantiation? Second, what are the implications of the procedural framework hypothesis for our understanding of arithmetic or other rule-application skills generally? In the remainder of this discussion, we consider these questions in turn.
Alternative Accounts
Alternative accounts of the asymmetry in solution-time benefits depend on some version of the uniform-role hypothesis, which suggests that all problem elements--operator and operand symbols--serve a common function as retrieval cues for the answer to a problem. Some possible accounts reflect alternative theories of rule-application skills, suggesting principled bases for the asymmetry in solution-time benefits. Others are essentially accounts in terms of experimental artifacts, suggesting that the asymmetry in solutiontime benefits is in some way particular to the experimental conditions examined here.
Consider first the theoretically principled versions of the uniform-role hypothesis. Earlier we described configuralcue and partial-cue retrieval accounts of performance in the tasks presented to our participants. The configural-cue hypothesis suggests that, because answers are associated with complete problems, retrieval can begin only when all problem elements have been encoded. Depending on assumptions about the time required to encode problem elements, this hypothesis makes two possible predictions: There should be no asymmetry in solution-time benefits if the time between initial and final problem elements (SOA) is insufficient to encode all of the advance information, because there will be no "slack time" in the process of constructing the configural retrieval cue. If the SOA is long enough to allow complete encoding of the advance information--which should be the case with the 200-300 ms SOAs used bere--there should be a greater benefit in the operands-first case, because less encoding remains to be completed once the final problem element appears. The present finding of a consistently larger benefit for operator-first displays is contrary to both possibilities. The configural-cue hypothesis might be viewed as a straw man in light of current theories of memory retrieval but is consistent with a natural reading of theories that represent arithmetic knowledge as associations between problems and answers (e.g., Siegler, 1988) . In any case, the configural-cue hypothesis cannot explain the consistent asymmetry in solution-time benefits observed in these experiments.
Partial-cue retrieval accounts that suggest that retrieval can begin on the basis of individual problem elements may be more plausible and are consistent with theories that suggest arithmetic facts are retrieved on the basis of activation spreading from individual operands (e.g., Ashcraft, 1992; Campbell & Clark, 1992) . It seems, however, that such accounts must predict that any asymmetry is based on the differential cue validity (the probability of a particular answer given a particular problem element) or "fan" of problem elements--a greater benefit will be observed for advance information that is associated with fewer possible answers (e.g., Campbell, 1994) . In these studies, however, operand arrays had cue validities equal to or lower than operand symbols, predicting either no asymmetry or a greater benefit for operands-first display. This is contrary to the larger benefit for operator-first displays found in these experiments.
It should be noted that although the partial-cue retrieval hypothesis is consistent with the cited theories of arithmetic knowledge, those theories do not appear to require a uniform-role hypothesis. They are concerned instead with the representation and organization of arithmetic knowledge and do not speak to the possible role of goal instantiation. The empirical effects on which these theories are based (Ashcraft, 1992) --for example, problem size effects--are not addressed by the present studies but presumably contribute to the variance not associated with our experimental manipulations.
Other uniform-role accounts might suggest that the asymmetry in solution-time benefits is an artifact of experimental procedures that allowed participants to adopt strategies specific to the particular conditions. For example, participants might have adopted a partial-cue retrieval strategy optimized to the problem element-answer contingencies present in the experimental materials. Biederman (1973) showed that with extensive practice in an arithmetic task similar to that used in Experiments 3 and 4, participants adopted a strategy of loading possible answers into shortterm memory on the basis of advance information. In his study, responses were faster with operand-first displays if only two operators could appear, because participants could use those operands to generate the two possible answers, selecting between them once the operator symbol appeared. This finding illustrates the possibility that participants relied on retrieval on the basis of partial cues, benefiting whenever the more valid cue appeared first, narrowing the possible answers. Such a strategy might produce an asymmetry in the benefits of advance information, but this asymmetry would be consistent with a uniform-role account. The logic of this account is analogous to that just discussed, and several aspects of our procedures and results argue against this alternative. First, each of our experiments used four operators, and Biederman's (1973) results suggest that participants cannot adopt the strategy of loading possible answers into short-term memory when more than two operators are possible. Second, in Experiments 3 and 4, each problem appeared only six times, minimizing the opportunity to learn experiment-specific contingencies. Third, as already discussed, the cue validity of each operand pair was greater than or equal to the cue validity of each operator, leading to the prediction of a greater operand-first benefit if the operand pair is considered together as a retrieval cue.
Finally, it might be that the organization of displays in Experiments 1-3, in which the operator symbol appeared at the left of the problem, artifactually produced the operatorfirst benefit because of correspondence with left-to-right reading order. Experiment 4 demonstrated a strong asymmetry in favor of operator-first display when the operator symbol appeared at the right of the problem. Similarly, Rickard and his colleagues (Rickard, Healy, & Bourne, 1994; Rickard & Bourne, 1996) have reported little effect of changing the order of problem elements on transfer of practice with simple arithmetic. These results argue against an account of these data in terms of a presentation artifact.
Alternative accounts of the asymmetric benefits of serial displays in terms of the uniform-role hypothesis can thus be rejected. However, operand-first displays did produce solution-time benefits relative to simultaneous displays. We interpret these benefits as reflecting the time required to encode operands from the display into working memory, a process that can begin in advance of operator information. When operator information then becomes available, a procedural framework may then guide further processing of these working memory representations.
Procedural Frameworks and Skilled Performance
Our interest in these experiments is in their implications for understanding how rule application skills are used in goal-directed problem solving, not primarily with their implications for theories of arithmetic knowledge. The procedural framework hypothesis concerns an aspect of performance that is outside the domain of theories of mental arithmetic (at least as they have been developed to date). However, considering some research on arithmetic and other skills does raise questions about the general significance of goal instantiation for skilled performance.
Is goal instantiation necessary?
A possible objection to our conclusions is that, at least for highly practiced skills, goal instantiation is not necessary for performance of those skills. For example, LeFevre, Bisanz, and Mrkonjic (1988) argued that activation of addition facts is obligatory---~at, when presented with pairs of digits, individuals think of their sums without any intention to add. Their major evidence for this conclusion was that individuals asked to indicate whether a probe digit was present in a display rejected negative probes more slowly when those probes corresponded to the sums of displayed digits. Although the logic of their argument could be questioned for example, participants in their experiments surely noticed that many probe items were sums of the digit pairs, and in most cases the digit pairs were presented with plus signs--a more important point is that automatic activation of sums by itself does not constitute doing arithmetic, just as free association to words does not constitute categorical reasoning. In either case, of course, patterns of priming or interference may provide evidence about the organization of knowledge.
We believe that goal instantiation is necessary for effective use of procedural knowledge, although some circumstances may minimize the need to separately instantiate goals on each trial. For example, experiments designed to study the organization of arithmetic knowledge often require participants to apply only a single operator within an experiment or within a block of trials. In the present experiments, operators always appeared randomly within blocks of trials, and participants could not predict which of four operators would appear on a trial. Under these conditions, we observed an asymmetry favoring operator-first displays even for addition, which is arguably the default or most automatic of the arithmetic operations (e.g., LeFevre, et al., 1988) .
How does goal instantiation facilitate performance? Instantiating a goal presumably involves constructing or activating a representation of the goal in working memory, a representation that specifies oneself as engaging in a particular activity. Even for highly practiced, possibly automatic, processes, an instantiated goal serves to guide performance. For example, both Logan's (1988 Logan's ( , 1992 instance theory and Anderson's (1992 Anderson's ( , 1993 ACT-R (adaptive character of thought--rational) suggest roles for goals in highly skilled performance. In Logan's theory, instances are representations of processing episodes that include goals, and instantiated goals presumably serve as retrieval cues to evoke appropriate instances. In Anderson's theory, active goals are matched to the condition clauses of use-specific productions. As Bargh (1992) and others (see Carlson, 1997 for a review) have noted, automatic processes are often conditional, depending on the cognitive context in which they occur. In the absence of particular goals for processing, individuals can presumably respond only on the basis of obligatory activation of information associated with information currently in working memory or available to perception. The procedural framework hypothesis, then, is simply the hypothesis embodied in these theories of skill acquisition, that instantiating a goal in working memory provides a framework for using procedural knowledge. That knowledge may be represented as a multiple-step algorithm for reasoning from declarative knowledge of rules and problem displays (as is likely in Experiments 1 and 2) or as a stored processing episode or use-specific production (as is likely at least for addition and difference operations in Experiments 3 and 4). The present experiments might be viewed as demonstrations that goals serve to control the use of knowledge even when experimental procedures attempt to isolate individual units of that knowledge, such as particular arithmetic facts not embedded in a larger goal structure. In these experiments, the requirement that participants select operators on a trial-by-trial basis reduced this isolation relative to many experiments in the arithmetic literature (Ashcraft, 1992) . However, goal instantiation and procedural frameworks are likely even more important in realistic problem solving in which component skills are embedded in complex goal structures (Carlson, 1997) . It is important to note that the goal-directed nature of cognitive skill is similar at widely varying levels of practice, as described for example in Anderson's (1993) ACT-R theory.
The conventional symbolic distinction between operators and operands in arithmetic is of course neither absolute nor general across domains. For example, as discussed earlier, LeFevre et al. (1996) demonstrated that particular operands play a role in determining the procedures used to apply arithmetic knowledge. In other cognitive domains, goals may be specified not by separate operator symbols but by some combination of mentally represented plans and perceived affordances of objects in the domain for example, moves in chess are specified by one's knowledge of the game situation and the rules governing how individual pieces may be moved. However, we believe that the conclusions of the present studies can be generalized across domains. Using other paradigms, a number of researchers have recently demonstrated effects that we take as evidence for the importance of goal instantiation. Sudevan and Taylor (1987) demonstrated benefits of cueing operations for simple classification judgments, and Rogers and Monsell (1995) provided evidence that time is required for switching between alternative tasks using the same displays. Gopher (1996) has recently reviewed evidence from a variety of studies that supports the hypothesis that "central executive control processes and mechanisms ... operate on the established representations and knowledge bases of task, to make the best use of processing and response facilities." These studies reflect a growing consensus that it is important to study the control of cognitive processes at a fine-grained, moment-to-moment level of analysis (Anderson, 1993; Carlson, 1997; Logan, 1985) .
The present studies contribute to our understanding of cognitive control by providing support for the procedural framework hypothesis: Goal instantiation evokes procedural frameworks that guide the application of simple rule application skills, allowing them to be used as components of more complex goal-directed routines.
